Spectroscopic characteristics of a spiral flow inductively coupled plasma (ICP), which could be sustained stably at 9 L min -1 of Ar plasma gas flow rate with 1.5 kW RF forward power, were studied for axially viewing ICPOES. The emission intensity profile, excitation temperature and plasma robustness were evaluated, and were similar to those of the standard ICP. The background and emission intensities of elements as well as the excitation behavior for both atom and ion lines were also examined and compared to those of the standard ICP. Since the spectroscopic characteristics of the spiral flow ICP were similar to those of the standard ICP, it could be used as a new low gas flow ICP in axially viewing ICPOES.
Introduction
An inductively coupled plasma (ICP) has been widely accepted as appropriate excitation and ionization sources for trace element analysis in either optical emission spectrometry (ICPOES) 1 or mass spectrometry (ICPMS). 2, 3 In the case of a commercial ICP spectrometer, a Fassel type ICP torch is the most popular as a standard ICP torch, even though more than 15 L min -1 of Ar plasma gas flow rate, which is the largest source of Ar gas consumption, is required to sustain a stable ICP. The Ar gas consumption is not inexpensive, and requires either the frequent change of gas cylinders or the availability of a liquid Ar tank if several ICP spectrometers are operated at the same time. The high running cost, which depends largely on the Ar gas consumption, makes it too costly for smaller laboratories. This is also a crucial problem in underdeveloped countries because Ar gas is either unavailable or too expensive. In order to reduce the Ar plasma gas flow rate for the sake of decreasing running cost as well as avoiding problems, low gas flow torches such as a high efficiency torch, 4 ,5 a reduced size (mini) torch, [6] [7] [8] [9] a water cooled torch, [10] [11] [12] [13] an air cooled torch, [14] [15] [16] and so on, were developed and those performances were examined especially for mostly radial viewing OES. It was reported that the high efficiency torches and the reduced size ones could sustain ICPs under the Ar plasma gas flow rate from 4 to 12 L min -1 with radio frequency (RF) forward power from 0.5 to 1.2 kW. The water cooled torches could sustain ICPs under the Ar plasma gas flow rates from 0.9 to 4 L min -1 with the RF forward power from 0.7 to 1.2 kW. The air cooled torches were reported to sustain ICPs under the Ar plasma gas flow rates of less than 1 L min -1 with RF forward power of less than 1.2 kW, although huge air flow (40 L min -1 ) was required to prevent torch melting. Though these low gas flow torches could sustain ICPs under low Ar plasma gas flow rate, lower RF forward power was applied compared with the ICP sustained by the Fassel type torch (from 1.3 to 1.5 kW), in order to prevent torch melting. A SHIP (static high sensitivity ICP) torch which was one of the air cooled torches for ICPOES was reported; [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] however, the torch could also input lower RF forward power of up to 1.2 kW.
Recently, we reported a spiral flow ICP torch as a new low gas flow torch and its analytical capability in axially viewing ICPOES. 22 The spiral flow was proposed originally by Horii et al. in 1990 23-26 and the spiral flow ICP torch was patented by NTT Advanced Technology Corp. (Japan) in 1996. [27] [28] [29] Because the spiral flow proposed was of higher efficiency gas flow compared to that of laminar flow referred to swirl flow, which was obtained by the standard ICP torch (Fassel type), the spiral flow ICP torch was expected to apply ICP spectrometry as low gas flow torch due to its ability to sustain a stable ICP at lower Ar plasma gas flow rate compared with the standard ICP torch. However, the utilization of the spiral flow ICP torch was small due to the patent as well as lack of publication. The spiral flow ICP torch could sustain a stable ICP under the Ar plasma gas flow rate of 9 L min -1 with 1.5 kW of RF forward power with a standard sample introduction system consisting of both a single-pass cyclonic spray chamber and a glass concentric nebulizer with 1 mL min-1 of the sample uptake rate 22 and its basic analytical performance was similar to that of the standard ICP in axially viewing OES. Since the spiral flow ICP could be operated at 1.5 kW RF forward power, higher matrix tolerance could also be expected as a benefit compared to other low gas flow ICPs. From these points of view, though prolonged period already passed since the first development, the spiral flow ICP torch could be worthwhile to examine as a low gas flow ICP in axially viewing ICPOES.
In the present study, the spectroscopic characteristics of the spiral flow ICP in axially viewing OES such as emission intensity profile, excitation temperature and plasma robustness which was diagnosed by Mg intensity ratio between ion and atom lines (Mg II/Mg I) were evaluated and compared to those of the standard ICP. The background and emission intensities of elements as well as the excitation behavior for both atom and ion lines were also examined for the spiral flow ICP in axially viewing OES.
Experimental

Instrumentation
The ICPOES instrument used in the present study was Optima 4300DV (PerkinElmer, USA). Though the instrument could be used for both axially viewing ICPOES and radial viewing one, the former was used. Based on the results published by Horii et al., [23] [24] [25] [26] we designed the spiral flow ICP torch as shown in Fig. 1 for Optima 4300DV. 22 The torch was patented by NTT Advanced Technology Corp. (Japan). [27] [28] [29] Because the spiral flow ICP torch can be made from the standard ICP torch with minor modification on top of torch, it can be applied to not only this ICPOES instrument (Optima 4300DV) but also to other ICP spectrometers. Table 1 lists operating conditions for the axially viewing ICPOES instrument. Except for either the plasma gas flow rate or the nebulizer gas flow rate of glass concentric nebulizer, all parameters were fixed during all experiments. Since the spiral flow ICP could be operated at 1.5 kW RF forward power, higher matrix tolerance could be expected compared to other low gas flow ICPs. The standard ICP torch of the Optima 4300DV ICPOES instrument was the Fassel type long one, and the spectrometer of the ICPOES instrument was optimized with respect to the emission intensity from an analytical zone in the ICP sustained by the standard ICP torch. A single pass cyclonic spray chamber and a glass concentric nebulizer were used as usual sample introduction system for the ICPOES instrument. The uptake rate of solutions introduced into ICPs was maintained at 1.0 mL min -1 by a peristaltic pump through all experiments.
Reagents
A mixed element standard solution of 1 mg L -1 each was used to examine emission intensities and excitation behavior of elements for both the spiral flow ICP and the standard one in axially viewing OES. The solution was prepared from an ICP multi element standard solution IV (1000 mg L -1 each for 23 elements, Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) by 1000 times dilution with 1% HNO3. The solution was also used to study Mn emission intensities versus nebulizer gas flow rates, Mn emission intensity profiles, and intensity ratios of Mg ion line to atom one (Mg II 280.270 nm/Mg I 285.213 nm). In order to evaluate excitation temperatures for both the spiral flow ICP and the standard one, 100 mg L -1 of Fe standard solution was used by 10 times dilution from 1000 mg L -1 of Fe standard solution (Kanto Chemical Co., Tokyo, Japan) with 1% HNO3. The 1% HNO3 used as a blank solution was prepared by diluting EL-grade HNO3 (70%, Kanto Chemical Co., Tokyo, Japan) with water purified by a Milli-Q Element (Millipore, Tokyo, Japan).
Results and discussion
Optimum nebulizer gas flow rate of the spiral flow ICPOES
Figures 2(a) to 2(d) show emission intensities of Mn ion line (Mn II 257.610 nm) for either 1 mg L -1 standard solution or 1% HNO3 as a blank solution, net intensities and signal to background ratios (S/B ratio) as a function of nebulizer gas flow rate in axially viewing ICPOES. Because the Mn II 257.610 nm line is recommended to check the daily performance of the ICPOES instrument from manufacturer, the element and its wavelength were worth comparing between the spiral flow ICP and the standard ICP. It could be seen from Figs. 2(a) to 2(d), the similar trends as well as similar emission intensities and S/B ratios were observed between the spiral flow ICP and the standard one even though lower Ar plasma gas flow rate such as 12 and 9 L min -1 were applied to the spiral flow ICP. From these result, the nebulizer gas flow rate between 0.80 and 0.90 L min -1 was considered to be optimum due to the highest S/B ratio which resulted in the highest analytical sensitivity for the ICPOES instrument. In addition, it was also evaluated that the position of the analytical zone in the spiral flow ICP was similar to that in the standard ICP under the nebulizer gas conditions, even though the spectrometer was optimized with respect to the emission intensity from the analytical zone in the standard ICP. In order to estimate the position of the analytical zone, the emission intensities were observed as a function of the distance from the front load coil (Fig. 1) along the central channel of the standard ICP as shown in Fig. 3 . As a result, the position of the analytical zone was considered to be around 15 mm from the front load coil in the central channel of the ICP since the highest emission intensity was observed. From these results, the nebulizer gas flow rate of 0.85 L min -1 was set to evaluate the spectroscopic characteristics such as emission intensity profile, excitation temperature, robustness, background and emission intensities of elements in the analytical zone for either the spiral flow ICP or the standard one in axially viewing OES. Figure 4 shows emission intensity profiles of Mn II 257.610 nm for both the spiral flow ICP and the standard one. Though emission intensities of Mn were different, the half widths of half maximum (HWHM) of the emission intensity profiles for both ICPs were almost the same as shown in Fig. 4(a) . The emission intensity profiles of 1% HNO3 as a blank for both ICPs which was attributed to the continuous spectrum from ICP were also similar as can be seen from Fig. 4(b) . From these results, it was considered that the spiral flow ICP had similar plasma volume and similar spectroscopic characteristics in an analytical zone for axially viewing ICPOES compared to that of standard ICP. The excitation temperatures between the spiral flow ICP and the standard one were compared. The emission intensity of an atom line in the ICP which can be assumed as LTE (local thermal equilibrium) is expressed by the following Boltzmann equation: Table 1 except for the measurement mode of radially viewing OES as well as nebulizer gas flow rate of 0.85 L min -1 . The standard and blank solutions used were 1 mg L -1 mixed element standard solution and 1% HNO3, respectively.
Emission intensity profile and excitation temperature
The excitation temperature was calculated by the Boltzmann plot as shown in Fig. 5 using emission intensities of Fe atom lines and their property values as listed in Table 2 [30] [31] [32] [33] as well as the Boltzmann equation mentioned above. Figure 6 shows the excitation temperatures obtained for either the spiral flow ICPs with different Ar plasma gas flow rates or the standard ICP. As can be seen in Fig. 6 , similar excitation temperatures were obtained between the spiral flow ICPs and the standard ICP within their bars expressed as standard uncertainty which was estimated from the linearity of the Boltzmann plot as shown in Fig. 5 . Consequently, the spiral flow ICPs could be expected to possess similar analytical performance to the standard ICP due to its similar excitation temperatures in the analytical zone for axially viewing ICPOES. 
Robustness
The ). The Mg intensities for both ion and atom lines showed higher intensities at lower nebulizer gas flow rates between 0.5 and 0.6 L min -1 as shown in Fig. 7(a) . On the other hand, it could be seen from Fig. 7(b) the highest S/B ratios of Mg II line were observed at higher nebulizer gas flow rate between 0.8 and 0.9 L min -1 as similar to those of Mn II lines as shown in Fig. 2 . In the case of the Mg I line, the nebulizer gas flow rate which showed the highest S/B ratios were higher than those of Mg II line as shown in Fig. 7(b) . It can be seen from Fig. 7 , different optimum nebulizer gas flow rates are given by the different optimization procedures by intensity or S/B ratio as well as using the ion line or the atom one of elements. As can be seen in Fig. 8 , the Mg intensity ratios (Mg II 280.270 nm/Mg I 285.213 nm) as a function of nebulizer gas flow rate were calculated from Fig. 7(a) , since the robustness of ICP was evaluated by the Mg intensity ratio. 34 The highest Mg intensity ratios were obtained as 15 or more when the nebulizer gas flow rate was ranged from 0.5 to 0.6 L min -1 which corresponded to higher intensities of Mg for both ion and atom lines as shown in Fig. 7(a) . On the other hand, the Mg intensity ratios from 7 to 10 were observed at the nebulizer gas flow rate of 0.85 L min -1 which corresponded to higher S/B ratios of the ion lines for Mg as well as Mn. Since the Mg intensity ratios for robust ICP were defined as being more than 8 and 4 for the radial viewing and the axially viewing ICPOES, respectively, 34 the spiral flow ICPs could be evaluated as being sufficiently robust ICP for axially viewing ICPOES, even though the higher nebulizer gas flow rate of 0.85 L min -1 was set as an optimum operating condition.
Emission intensities and excitation behavior of elements
The background and emission intensities of elements as well as the excitation behavior for both atom and ion lines for the spiral flow ICP in axially viewing OES were examined. Figures  9(a) and 9(b) show relative intensities observed for the spiral flow ICP with different Ar plasma gas flow rates, which were normalized by the emission intensity obtained by the standard ICP, for both the blank and the standard solutions, respectively. If the emission intensities between the spiral flow ICP and the standard one are same, the plotted relative intensities reveal unity. It can be seen from Fig. 9(a) , relative intensities of blank solution for each Ar gas flow rate showed similar trends although the intensities were different. The relative intensities increased with decrease of Ar plasma gas flow rate. Most of the relative intensities obtained for the spiral flow ICP with Ar plasma gas flow rates of 16 L min -1 showed below unity. This phenomenon could be due to the high efficiency gas flow (spiral flow), which showed higher velocity compared to the laminar flow obtained by the standard ICP torch (Fassel type). If input Ar plasma gas flow rates are same between the spiral flow ICP and the standard one, lower background intensities of elements are expected for the spiral flow ICP because higher cooling effect which is due to the high efficiency gas flow can be obtained, even though the measured excitation temperatures are similar between the spiral flow ICPs and the standard ICP as shown in Fig. 6 . On the other hand, most of the relative intensities showed above unity when Ar plasma gas flow rate was 9 L min -1 . Since the spiral flow ICP sustained by lower Ar plasma gas flow rate such as 9 L min -1 lost the cooling effect compared to those of higher gas flow rates such as 16 L min -1 , the background intensities were increased. The relative intensities observed in a range from 200 to 250 nm were also shown to be lower than those above 250 nm. This phenomenon could be attributed to the decrease in nitrogen oxygen (NO) band, which was due to the reduction of involvement of atmospheric air by the tapered shape of the spiral flow ICP torch. , as a function of nebulizer gas flow rate. most of the relative intensities of standard solution observed for Ar plasma gas flow rates of 16 L min -1 showed below unity, higher intensities were observed when Ar plasma gas flow rate of the spiral flow ICP was 9 L min -1 . However, the trends of relative intensity were different among different Ar plasma gas flow rates. Higher intensities were observed in a wavelength ranged from 200 to 250 nm in case of Ar plasma gas flow rate of 9 L min -1 . On the contrary, the spiral flow ICP with Ar plasma gas flow rate of 16 L min -1 showed lower intensities in the same wavelength range. In case of the Ar plasma gas flow rate at 12 L min -1 , the relative intensities showed were about unity for whole wavelength range from 200 to 800 nm. In order to interpret these phenomena, excitation and ionization energy of elements were considered. Figure 10 shows relative intensities of elements as a function of excitation plus ionization energy of elements. These relative intensities were the same data as shown in Fig. 9(b) . It can be seen from Fig. 8 , elements with higher excitation plus ionization energy such as Cd II 214.438 nm and Zn II 206.191 nm showed higher relative intensities when the Ar plasma gas flow rate was 9 L min -1 . On the other hand, opposite phenomena were obtained in case of the spiral flow ICP with 16 L min -1 of Ar plasma gas flow rate. The observed phenomena in Fig. 9 (b) were considered to be related to the different ICP temperatures (cooling effect) among the spiral flow ICPs with different Ar plasma gas flow rates, even though the measured excitation temperatures showed little differences within their standard uncertainties as shown in Fig. 6 . Even though the temperature difference was small, it greatly impacted the excitation and ionization degrees, especially for those elements with higher excitation and ionization energy. From these observations, similar detection capability of elements between the spiral flow ICP and the standard ICP reported in our previous study 22 could be also elucidated.
Conclusions
The spectroscopic characteristics of the spiral flow ICP in axially viewing OES was studied and compared with those of the standard ICP in the present study. The spiral flow ICP can be sustained stably at lower Ar plasma gas flow rate of 9 L min -1 with 1.5 kW RF forward power and it possesses similar spectroscopic characteristics such as plasma volume, excitation temperature, robustness compared to those of the standard ICP. The background and emission intensities of elements as well as the excitation behavior for both atom and ion lines were also examined, detection capability of elements for the spiral flow ICP could also be considered. Although practical applications or demonstrations are needed in future study, the spiral flow ICP can be utilized as a new low gas flow ICP in axially viewing ICPOES. as well as the uptake rate of 1 mL min -1 .
